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Abstract— We propose a framework for real-time online and
offline retargeting of a human actor motion to a humanoid robot
motion involving multi-contact configuration changes between
the human/humanoid and their environments. The framework
is based on the specification within a multi-contact QP control
formulation of tracking tasks for a selected set of bodysegments/links, the ones either used for a manipulation task
from a fixed multi-contact stance or susceptible to be used as
contact supports or as locomotion supports on the environment
in the course of the execution of the motion. The framework
is applied in an online setting for simultaneous human-robot
motion tracking (in the case of no contact configuration change)
and in an offline setting for tracking the playback of the
recorded human motion that is pre-processed to extract from
it the sequence of contact change events as a necessary motion
information exploited by the tracking algorithm. We present
a real robot experiment with HRP-4 for the online setting
and a dynamics simulation experiment for the offline setting
to validate the proposed approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Human-to-humanoid motion retargeting and humanoid
multi-contact motion planning are two problems that were
extensively studied in recent years [1]–[11]. We propose here
to combine both approaches in a common framework to solve
new classes of problems that will unlock novel applications.
Examples of these envisioned applications are the tasks and
motions expected to be carried out by a humanoid robot
in a confined or highly constrained environment that was
designed for human operators, as was motivated in the recent
DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) or in the growing use of
humanoid robots in manufacturing spaces such as aircraft
manufacturing scenarios (www.comanoid.eu).
In our previous works [12], [13] we proposed a fully autonomous approach to solve the problem of humanoid motion
in such confined human operator environments. The twostage approach starts with a multi-contact planning stage.
The planning algorithm autonomously explores the contact
space, from which it extracts a sequence of contact transitions to bring the humanoid from its initial configuration
to a desired goal configuration. Each step of the sequence
consists of a multi-contact configuration that differs from the
precedent step by exactly one contact, either removing that
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contact or adding it. Each multi-contact configuration is valid
if and only if a posture-generator module finds a full-body
robot configuration that matches the contact configuration
while being collision-free in the confined space, in addition
to satisfying to all other physical and mechanical constraints
of the robot. The second stage of the approach is a full-body
quadratic program (QP)-based motion control stage [14]. The
QP controller steers the full-body configuration of the robot
from one step of the sequence to the following step by
calculating in real-time, at each control loop iteration, the
joint configuration command to send to the robot to realize
a given set of tasks that are automatically derived to reach
the next step of the sequence.
The above two-stage approach proved successful in solving some the DRC-related problems such as the car egress,
ladder climbing, and valve manipulation scenarios [15]–[17].
It however can be computationally expensive and might
require up to several tens of minutes for solution extraction.
The human operator might also want to manually change or
adjust the autonomous plan for various reasons unaccounted
for by the autonomous planner.
Hence we propose in this paper to investigate an alternative approach to tackle the problem of multi-contact motion
in confined human operator environment. We do not want to
strictly and exclusively rely on the geometrical information
and physics-law constraints for fully autonomous planning.
Instead, the idea is to get “guided” (in the sense precised
in the paper) by the motion performed by a human actor in
the same environment. The robot then replicates that motion
in its environment, simultaneously and in parallel with the
human demonstration, or with a delay after offline processing
and analysis of the human motion to extract from it additional
information required for the robot controller.
To this end, we use an Xsens MVN inertial-marker-based
system (www.xsens.com, Fig. 1) to capture the motion
of the human demonstrator in the confined space, and the
multi-contact QP-based controller to retarget the motion on
the humanoid robot HRP-4 [18] (34 degrees of freedom).
Related work that accounted for changing contacts. in the
dynamics of the retargeted motion presented the limitation of
not considering multi-contact stances (e.g. not involving hand
contacts) [19], [20]. In particular, among those, ZMP-based
approaches are not appropriate for considering these stances.
Other approaches similar to ours in the objectives [21]
remain strictly kinematics-based and are therefore not adaptable to real robots. None demonstrated the results on real
robots. To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first
multi-contact motion retargeting framework and apply it on

Fig. 1: Front and rear view of the human subject wearing
the Xsens system

a real robot, hence our contribution with respect to the stateof-the-art.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we recall the QP-based formalism that we use in
our approach. Section III describes the full framework, with
Section III-A focusing on the initialization phase to put
the robot in the initial posture prior to motion tracking,
Section III-B addressing the motion retargeting method in
fixed contact configuration, and Section III-C describing the
algorithm devised to account for changing contact configurations. Results in the forms of a real-robot experiment and
a dynamics simulation are presented in Section IV. Finally
Section V concludes the paper with expected follow-up work.
II. M ULTI - CONTACT QP C ONTROL F ORMALISM
At each control time-step ∆t (∆t = 5 ms for the HRP-4
robot), the QP controller [14], [17] solves the following QP
program:
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where (1) is a weighted sum of m tasks τk with respective
weights wk and desired task accelerations τ̈kd , (2) is the
dynamics equation of motion with mass matrix M , nonlinear

effects matrix N , actuation torques u, actuated-joint selection
matrix S, contact links indexed in the set C, concatenated
contact point Jacobians JC , linearized friction cone generator
matrix ΛC , contact force coefficients along the generators
fC , (3) is the non-sliding contact constraint, (4) the friction
cone constraint, (5) the torque limit constraint, (6) the joint
limit constraint, (7) the joint velocity limit constraint, (8) the
collision-avoidance constraint between body b1 of the robot
and body b2 of the robot or the environment, with distance
between the two bodies d(b1 , b2 ), damping coefficient ξ,
security distance δs , influence distance δi . Note that there
are as many constraints (8) as there are pairs of collision
or self-collision bodies accounted for, and that although the
distance function is not linear in the the configuration of the
robot, yet at any given state (q, q̇) equation (8) is linear in
q̈. See [16], [17] for more details on the formulation.
An nk -dimensional task τk is a mapping Rn → Rnk
from the n-dimensional configuration space of the robot
(6 dimensions of floating base plus number of degrees of
freedom of the actuated joints) to the nk -dimensional task
space. For example, τk can denote the position of a link
(nk = 3) or its orientation (nk = 3), it can also denote the
full-configuration of the robot (nk = n) or the actuated joint
configuration (posture) (nk = n − 6), finally it can denote
the center-of-mass (CoM) position of the robot (nk = 3) or
its horizontal ground projection (nk = 2). The task velocity
is τ̇k = Jk q̇ and its acceleration is τ̈k = Jk q̈ + J˙k q̇, where
k
Jk = ∂τ
∂q is the Jacobian of the task.
The desired task acceleration τ̈kd in (1) can be derived
in several ways, depending on whether we have an explicit
time-parameterized reference trajectory to follow for the task,
denoted t 7→ τkref (t), or only a fixed target, denoted τktgt . In
the first case, the desired trajectory can be derived as
p
τ̈kd (τkref ) = τ̈kref + 2 Kk (τ̇kref − τ̇k ) + Kk (τkref − τk ) , (9)
with Kk being the stiffness gain parameter of the task.
This is a user-defined parameter. High-stiffness will force
a close but stiff following of the reference trajectory while
low stiffness will ensure more compliance with respect to
external perturbations in the following of the task reference.
The second case with fixed target is a particular case of the
first one with τkref (t) = τktgt and τ̈kref = τ̇kref = 0. Hence in that
second case we derive the desired task acceleration as
p
(10)
τ̈kd (τktgt ) = −2 Kk τ̇k + Kk (τktgt − τk ) .
A third case occurs when we have a trajectory to follow without having its explicit time-parameterization. This
typically happens for real-time online trajectory following
of human motion. In that case we can either consider in
a first approximation a fixed target tracking (10) updating
the “moving fixed target” τktgt at every time-step ∆t, or in
a second approximation use the trajectory following (9) by
approximating τ̈kref and τ̇kref from a measured τ ref = τ tgt after
applying to it a smoothing and differentiation filter such as
a Savitzky-Golay filter for example (note that since we use
an inertial-sensor based system the tasks for link position

and orientation are themselves already filtered from their
acceleration measurement [22]).

the normal of the contact surface of the environment νkenv .
The task φk is a one-dimensional task

III. M OTION R ETARGETING USING THE QP

φk = hνk |νkenv i ,

A. Intialization of the robot posture
We will first study retargeting of a human motion to the
humanoid robot when the motion is performed on a fixed set
of contacts, e.g. a manipulation motion with the two hands
while both feet are fixed during the whole manipulation. In
this subsection we describe the initialization procedure, that
will also be common to the motion retargeting with changing
contact configuration.
Let us denote α the number of links (body-segments) of
interest for the motion and E ⊂ {1, . . . , l} the set containing
indexes of these links, among the total number l of links of
the robot. By “link of interest” we mean any link of the
robot that is susceptible to be used either for contact support
to enable the motion or for a manipulation task during the
course of the motion. In the above-mentioned example of
dual-hand manipulation with both feet fixed on the ground,
we have α = 4, considering the two hands and two feet as
the links of interest. Other motions however might involve
knee or elbow contacts (crawling), buttocks parts that can be
the legs or the waist (sitting down), head orientation (gaze).
All of these links would thus be included in the list of links
of interest.
The α links in E can be partitioned into two subsets E1
and E2 of size α1 and α2 respectively, such that α = α1 +α2
and E = E1 ∪ E2 . E1 contains the indexes of the links that
are in contact, and E2 the indexes of links that are used
for the manipulation or that are susceptible to become future
contact supports in the course of the motion. (i.e. E2 contains
all the links that are tracked without being in contact in the
current multi-contact stance).
The initialization of the posture of the robot in its environment will be performed by writing a kinematic mode of
the QP in Section II, i.e. dropping in the QP the constraints
(2) to (5) and the variables fC and u, and by writing tasks
for all α links in E, plus an additional low-weight fullbody posture task that is the default zero-posture (q = 0) or
the manufacturer-provided half-sitting posture of the robot.
The kinematic posture initialization is performed while the
robot is hanging in the air on a dedicated lifter, which
is a security device commonly found and used in most
laboratories hosting a full-size humanoid robot.
All tasks in the kinematic initialization are written as fixed
target tasks. For every link k in E1 let us denote xk its
position relative to the base link of the robot (HRP-4 waist
the position of the corresponding markerlink) and xmkr
k
containing body-segment on the human kinematic model
relative to the marker-containing base-link (human pelvis in
are translated
the Xsens human model). Both xk and xmkr
k
at an origin point that is located at the center of the contact
surface of the link respectively for the robot and the human
(e.g. center of sole if the link is the foot). We additionally
add for the link k a contact orientation task, denoted φk , to
make the normal of the contact surface of the robot νk match

(11)

3

where h·|·i denotes the R scalar product. The target value for
that task is φtgt
k = 1. The use of the contact orientation tasks
allows us to bypass the issue of different frame orientation
of the link between the human model and the robot one.
Finally, for every link k in E2 we add a position task xk to
follow the position of the corresponding marker-containing
body-segment of the human model xmkr
k .
All in all, the kinematic QP takes the form:
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The human tries as much as possible to maintain his/her
posture and to not move while waiting for the robot to reach
the initial posture in the air using the kinematic QP (12).
When the robot reaches the initial posture (link task errors
below a threshold), it is put on the ground. The robot then
notifies the human with a voice synthesis speech sentence
(e.g. “intialization done”) and the human can start their
motion.
B. Online motion tracking on a fixed contact configuration
After the robot is put on the ground we switch the QP
controller from the kinematic mode to the full dynamic mode
as described in Section II. In that dynamic mode the contact
indexes set C is identified with the set of indexes E1 (i.e. we
set C ← E1 ). We therefore remove from the tasks in (12) the
position and orientation tasks for the links k in E1 since the
constraint (3) takes care of fixing the position and orientation
of the contact links.
When the robot is on the ground, balance becomes an
issue. To address it we add a high-weight task on the ground
projection of the CoM, that we denote c ∈ R2 . The fixed
target of the task c is computed as the center of the convex
hull of the ground projection of the vertexes of the contact
surfaces for the links in E1 . Let us call that convex-hull
center h[E1 ] ∈ R2 . The fixed target for the task c is h[E1 ].
The dynamic QP that we use to track the motion of the
human in real-time hence becomes:
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The major difference between the xk , φk tasks in (12) and
the xk tasks in (13) (the link tracking tasks) is their stiffness
Kk . For the initialization phase, since the robot starts in a
configuration that is far away from the target configuration,
we use low stiffness to avoid abrupt motion caused by an
initially large task error (value used in the experiments Kk =

5). For the motion-following phase, the task error is always
small and we can keep close tracking of the motion with a
high stiffness (value used in the experiments Kk = 40).
C. Offline motion tracking with changes in the contact
configuration
In the subsection above the two sets E1 and E2 in (13)
never change and keep the same elements throughout the
motion. Hence the QP instance (13) stays the same. When
considering now motions that involve a changes of the
contact configuration, some elements are interchanged between the sets E1 and E2 during the contact change event
(overall though the set E = E1 ∪ E2 stays the same). For
example, starting with our previous example of dual-hand
manipulation on fixed foot locations, if one of the hands,
e.g. the right hand, comes in contact with a table of the
enviornment, then the index of the right hand is removed
from E2 and added to E1 . If and when the right hand contact
is later released, its index is removed from E1 and added
back to E2 . At each contact change event the instance of the
QP (13) is changed.
To properly follow the motion, we need a way to detect
the contact change events. The difficulty in extracting the
contact change information from inertial marker kinematic
data (position, velocity, acceleration) online is that there is no
easy way to differentiate between the actual contact event and
the hand stopping in the air at the end of its contact removing
motion for example, without using additional sensors such
as force sensors or proximity sensors in the hands. Since
we only rely on geometrical information from inertial measurement units that constitute the Xsens markers, we chose
to proceed in an different – offline – approach, based on
recording the human motion data, processing it to extract
the contact change event information from it, and replay the
motion in simulation while simultaneously tracking it online
with the robot that is now aware of the upcoming contact
change events. After recording the human motion data, we
export it from the Xsens provided software MVN Studio
to a format compatible with the Unity simulation engine
software (www.unity3D.com).
The MVN Studio human model and the environment
model are both imported inside Unity. We replay the human
motion and use the Unity API to detect collision events
between all the links in E = E1 ∪ E2 and the surfaces of the
environment. A contact change event is defined as a 4-tuple
η = (e, s, t, σ) ∈ E × S × R × {0, 1} ,

(14)

where e is the link index, s is the environment surface, t is the
timing of the event, and σ a binary variable encoding the type
of event (σ = 0 for leaving the contact and σ = 1 for entering
the contact). As an output of this Unity motion processing
phase we are provided with a chronological sequence of
contact change events in the form of a list
L = (η1 , . . . , ηj , . . . , ηµ ) ,

(15)

where µ is the total number of events and each event of the
sequence is denoted ηj = (ej , sj , tj , σj ).

Fig. 2: Different layers of the control architecture. From
left to right. Top: Real human, human model in Xsens
MVN studo, human model exported to Unity. Bottom: QP
controller in ROS, Simulation in VRep

Fig. 3: Real robot tracking

In the subsequent offline motion tracking phase we use
the motion tracking formulation (13) and update E1 , E2 ,
and (13) whenever the time t reaches the next event timing
tj along the sequence.
However, when entering a contact σk = 1 and before
updating E1 , E2 , and (13) we temporarily pause the human
motion tracking at a timing t = tj − t where t is a small
threshold (e.g. t = 1s) to allow for contact stabilization,
that is, fine positioning and orientating of the link ej of the
event ηj to reach the contact surface area sj . During that

phase we instantiate the following QP:
min
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where xsurf
sj is the projection of the center of the contact
surface of the link ej on the environment surface sj along
the direction of the surface normal νsj , and φ(ej ) is the
orientation task
φej = hνej |νsj i .

(17)

All in all the algorithm for the motion tracking with offline
contact change event processing is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Motion tracking with contact change
events
Input: Sequence of contact change events
L = (η1 , . . . , ηµ )
begin
Kinematic posture initialization with QP (12);
Intialization of E1 and E2 with initial contact
configuration;
Start tracking time t;
for j = 1 to µ do
if σj = 0 then
while t ≤ tj do
Motion tracking with QP (13);
// t = tj
E1 ← E1 \ {ej };
E2 ← E2 ∪ {ej };
Update QP (13);
else σj = 1
while t ≤ tj − t do
Motion tracking with QP (13);
// t = tj − t
repeat
Contact stabilization with QP (16);
if t ≥ tj then
Pause tracking time at t = tj
until Contact positioned and t = tj ;
Resume tracking time at t = tj ;
E1 ← E1 ∪ {ej };
E2 ← E2 \ {ej };
Update QP (13);
// at that point t = tµ there is no
more contact change event
while t ≤ tend of motion do
Motion Tracking with QP (13)

We set up two experiments to validate our approach, the
first one with the real robot HRP-4 and the second one in dynamics simulation in VRep (www.coppeliarobotics.
com). See the Video Attachment1 .
The first experiment (Fig. 3) is without contact change.
The subject is standing while moving the hands without
touching any object. The robot replicates the motion in realtime, while maintaining balance and avoiding self-collisions.
The second experiment (Fig. 2) involves 6 contact change
events, starting from an initial position with only the two
feet in contact (2 contacts). The sequence is as follows:
1) put the right hand on the table (3 contacts)
2) remove the right hand from the table (2 contacts)
3) put the right hand back on the table (3 contacts)
4) put the left hand on the table (4 contacts)
5) remove the left hand from the table (3 contacts)
6) remove the right hand from the table (2 contacts)
The robot in VRep dynamic simulation followed the motion
in real-time on the playback after the motion was initially
processed in Unity to extract the sequence above. The robot
in VRep dynamic simulation was again able to follow the
human motion without falling down, avoiding self-collisions,
and collisions with the table other than the desired contact
events2 . Fig. 4 shows the tracking performances for the right
and left hand links when making and breaking contacts with
the table.
V. C ONCLUSION
We presented a complete framework for the retargeting of
human motion to a full-size humanoid robot. The framework
was based on the formulation inside a QP of motion tracking
tasks for the links of interest in the motion, effortlessly overcoming all the difficulties raised by the differences between
the kinematic tree models of the robot and the human. The
additional tasks on the CoM and all the constraints of the
QP allowed the robot to autonomously avoid self-collisions
and maintain balance – even with the completely different
geometric and dynamic models the human and the robot–
which are two common problems in human-to-humanoid
motion retargeting.
We plan to improve this framework in the future by
devising a way to anticipate and detect online and in realtime the contact change events without resorting to offline
processing of the motion. We also plan to enhance the motion
capture system by exploiting information gathered from the
Xsens shoe sensors that we can equip the human actor with.
Finally we are currently implementing the work presented in
this paper for a real-life problem using HRP-4 in an aircraft
manufacturing environment.
1 Higher quality version of the Video Attachment is available at www.
loria.fr/˜kbouyarmane/humanoids2016.mp4
2 that second motion was not performed on the real robot since the robot
was sent from the LIRMM lab back to Kawada Industries in Japan for
maintainance and was not available at the time when the simulation was
completed.

Fig. 4: Motion tracking performances of right hand and left hand links (x, y, z) positions in the contact change event
experiment (blue: robot trajectories, green: human trajectories)
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